
Week 4 Library -  (Tomiyoshi-Kim)

                                                                                                          APRIL is POETRY MONTH
You'll learn about acrostic poems this week!  This week is also Earth Day (April 22)

Topic Type Monday, April 20 Tuesday, April 21 Wednesday, April 22 Thursday, April 23 Friday, April 24
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                                        Acrostic Poetry

Pick a special word.  Each letter of the word begins a 
line of the poem.  Simple acrostic poems can be few 
word lines (like School), or more complicated phrases 
(like Carnival).

Directions:
1.  Pick a special word.
2.  Write each letter of that word going down the page
3.  Begin each line of the poem with that letter of the 
word (like the examples below)

Remember:
Take a picture or video of your poems and tag us (@kaimiloaes) on 
Facebook and Instagram! We would love to see how your poems turned out.

Practice reciting your poems.  
Present them to your family 
&/or friends.  Record yourself 
saying them.

Take a picture or video of 
yourself presenting your 
poems and tag us 
(@kaimiloaes) on Facebook 
and Instagram! We would love 
to see you present your 
poems.  It can even be poems 
from last week!

Examples:
                                          School
Students
Collaboration
Homework
Opportunities
Objectives
Learning

                                          Carnival
Cotton candy on a stick or in a bag,
Apples, caramel or candied
Rides going up, down, around, & flipping
Never a dull moment
I can't wait till the next one!
Voices screaming, laughing, cheering,
All around me, rides, games, & food
Let's go again!

                                          Poetry Bookmark

Directions:
1.  Create a poetry bookmark!  You can create an acrostic, 
Haiku, or cinquain poetry bookmark.
2.  Look for paper, construction paper, or cardstock from 
around the house.
3.  Cut into a 3 inch by 8 inch rectangle.
4.  Add your poem to the front of the bookmark
5.  Decorate around the poem with images or pictures related 
to the topic of the poem on your bookmark.  Bookmark template 
here.
6.  You could also do a digital bookmark if you wanted to as 
well.

Remember:
Take a picture or video of your poems and tag us (@kaimiloaes) on Facebook and 
Instagram! We would love to see how your poems turned out.
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How to Write an Acrostic 
Poem

(K-2 lesson)

Acrostic Poems
(Gr 3-6 lesson) Epic OverDrive Earth Day Digital Breakout

Poetry Bookmark Template
Topics to search for in Epic or OverDrive:  poems; 

poetry; acrostic
Read books from these search topics

A digital breakout about 
Earth Day!!!!  Put on your thinking 

caps, and have fun!

If you BREAK OUT, take a picture or 
video and tag us (@kaimiloaes) on 

Facebook or Instagram

A digital breakout that incorporates haikus & cinquains 
from last week!  Put on your thinking caps, and have fun!

If you BREAK OUT, take a picture or video and tag us (@kaimiloaes) on 
Facebook or Instagram

"Escape From the Library!

https://youtu.be/5gVOeA7aqM0
https://youtu.be/5gVOeA7aqM0
https://youtu.be/5gVOeA7aqM0
https://youtu.be/ybexYTzmZ5Y
https://youtu.be/ybexYTzmZ5Y
https://www.getepic.com/
https://hawaiipublichi.libraryreserve.com/10/45/en/SignIn.htm?url=Default.htm
https://sites.google.com/a/weareteachers.com/earth-day-2017/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F2YyQ7R_-z3NXqXcu7WysfW5rRPs1GSR/view?usp=sharing
https://sites.google.com/a/kaimiloaelementary.k12.hi.us/digibreakouts-01/home/

